
OVERLOCKER THREADS-

SPECIALTY & CONSTRUCTION
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With an overlocker, the large looper 
eyes can accommodate thicker threads, 
making them the ideal machine for 
using decorative thread in various stitch 
applications. 



CONSTRUCTION THREADS



METTLER SERACOR

• All purpose polyester thread by Mettler. 
Comes on large cones, perfect for 
everyday use on overlockers because of 
large size, strength, and quality (low lint). 
100% polyester

Available Here

Other brand names: 
Superior Threads Sergin General
Wonderfil Designer or Konfetti
YLI Elite

https://materialgirlsquiltboutique.myshopify.com/search?type=product&q=seracor


METTLER SERAFLOCK

With this yarn for overlocking, you are buying a 
perfect bulk yarn for all serging and closing seams 
in elastic fabrics, knitted and hosiery 
goods. SERAFLOCK covers open seam edges well 
and safely - even those of slightly frayed 
materials. Its fluffy thread structure is predestined 
for this task. (100% polyester)

Other brand names: 
YLI Wooly Nylon (textured nylon)
Maxi Lock Stretch (textured nylon)
Wonderfil SoftLoc (texturized polyester)
Superior Thread PolyYarn or ProLock (texturized polyester)



DECORATIVE THREADS



YLI CANDLELIGHT

Candlelight is a metallic yarn that 
makes beautiful serged edges and 
spices up any crazy quilt. This 
specialty thread is specifically for 
use in loopers or for bobbinwork
of machines for decorative 
stitches. * Being discontinued by YLI. 

Other similar products:
Wonderfil Dazzle
Superior Threads Razzle Dazzle



PEARL CROWN RAYON

Rayon, highly twisted, thick 
thread by YLI. This is a classic 
serger thread that looks bold and 
shiny when sewn into a seam. 

Other similar products:
Wonderfil Razzle
Superior Thread Sew Sassy



AURIFIL 28

This 100% cotton 28wt thread 
comes in a beautiful rainbow of 
color, including variegated 
options. The heavier weight of 
the thread makes it a nice 
choice to add some interest to 
your project without 
overpowering it with thread.



AURIFIL LANA WOOL

Aurifil Lana Wool Thread is a textured 
thread made of 50% Australian Wool & 
50% Acrylic. Use this thread when you 
want to create a unique texture and 
visually pleasing details. The heavier 
weight of this thread lends to a bold, 
fuzzy look.



DESIGNER 7

Designer 7 is a thick, 
untwisted bright filament 
poly used in serger loopers 
for overedging borders (like 
emblems) and decorative 
stitches.



TIP FOR DECORATIVE THREAD

When using decorative threads, it is necessary to adjust the tensions 
on the upper and lower loopers to balance the stitch. Choose to use 
the decorative thread in the upper looper for the decorative stitch to 
show on top of the seam—but either looper can be used for 
decorative threads. Play around until you discover what you like the 
best and remember you have Total Stitch Control! 



SO, WILL AN AIR THREAD SERGER 
THREAD THESE SPECIALTY THREADS?

Without giving me a headache??



To watch the video, Click Here

https://youtu.be/aGJcv1XfyT0?t=1


WILL AN AIR 
THREAD SERGER 
THREAD IT?

https://weallsew.com/bernina-l-series-overlocker-will-it-
thread/

Great article by Jamie David covering a variety of threads 
we talked about today and if the new BERNINA L8 Series 
air thread sergers would thread these specialty threads.

https://weallsew.com/bernina-l-series-overlocker-will-it-thread/


QUESTIONS?
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